
MT-3501 10 Pair Splicing Module
(3M Type 4000D Mini Straight Module)

Quick Details:
1. Plastic Material:Polycarbonate (UL94-V0)
2. Contacts:Phosphor Bronze
3. Application:High speed LAN and WAN systems, used to connect the Telecom and Data wires
with punch down tools
4. Type: with gel or without gel
5. Max insulation diameter:1.65mm
6. Wire Insertion Force: 45N Typical
7. Wire Pull out Force: 40N Typical
8. Use Times: >100

Description:
10-pair Communication Cable Connecting Module is used to connect all plastic communication

cables (diameter 0.32 - 0.65mm, max insulation diameter:1.65mm) through direct connection,
bridge connection and multiple connection.
The modular splicing connector consist of a base, a body and a cover.
The connector body contains staggered insulation displacement contact elements and wire

cut-off blades. The connection system is designed in such a way that wires need not be stripped, as
the insulation displacement connection metallic element displaces the insulation, trims the
protruding wire and makes a water tight connection to the conductor.
10 pairs modular straight splicing connector, half tap module T-joint connector and bridging joint

to join copper conductors with Polyethylene.
The module contact element is insulation displacement connection type, which makes gas tight
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connection. The contact element is made of tin plated phosphor bronze. Stainless steel blades
shall be provided to cut off protruding excess wire. There shall be some way of indication (sound) to
inform the splicer that the successful completion of connection is achieved while applying the
pressure in modular connectors.
The connection made in the connector have almost negligible contact resistance not exceeding

20 milli ohms. The connector body have high insulation resistance greater than 10 Giga ohms.
The joint to be made in the connector be able to absorb the latent deforming forces (vibration,

temperature cycling) and be able to maintain constant pressure and the constant crimping force.
The modular connector (dry type) is able to use the sealant box to seal the connector from

moistures.
The rugged design and construction of the module withstand crimping and reopening to facilitate

transfers of cable rearrangement at any time.
All tests can be accomplished without opening the module, stripping insulation, or interrupting

service. Necessary test probes will be offered if you need.

Specifications

Package

Without gel type (dry type)
Packing: 1pcs/ small bag, 50pcs/box, 500pcs/cartons.
Size: 41*28.5*22cm
G.W.: 6 kg /cartons

With Gel type
Packing: 1pcs/ small bag, 50pcs/box, 500pcs/cartons.
Size: 41*28.5*22cm
G.W.: 8 kg /cartons
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Mechanical Performance

Plastic Housing: PC (UL 94v-0)
With Gel or Without Gel
Contacts: Phosphor Bronze
Wire Insertion Force: 45N Typical
Wire Pull out Force: 40N Typical
Use Times: >100

Applications:

High speed LAN and WAN systems, used to connect the Telecom and Data wires with punch down
tools
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